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STATEMENT
OF ACHIEVEMENT
– AND INTENT

IN THE HIGH-END WORLD FULL OF
SUPERLATIVES, NAIM HAS ESTABLISHED A SPECIAL
POSITION WITH THE STATEMENT SERIES
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uild something sufficiently striking and intriguing, and people
will come to admire it. That’s
the case of the ancient stones of Stonehenge, set on a plain in Wiltshire,
England: its true purpose may be lost
in the mists of time, but it still attracts
millions of visitors a year, and still
causes traffic jams and accidents as
passing motorists feel compelled to
stare distractedly at the ancient monument.
And it’s certainly the case with the
Statement amplifier, built just a few
minutes away in Salisbury by Naim
Audio. OK, not so many road accidents, but the Statement has been an
object of fascination for hi-fi enthusiasts since it was introduced some three
years ago, too the extent that its rare
public appearances, at shows or dealer
events, still draw the crowds.
It’s not hard to see why: just as the
Statement - a preamplifier and a pair
of monobloc power amps, all three in
rather Stonehenge-like vertical columns - is the culmination of more than
four decades of Naim amp design, so
it’s also leading the way forward for the
company’s future products, with technology developed for this flagship system already finding its way down to
everything from its mainstream pre/
power amps to the Muso systems and
the new Uniti range.
After all, company founder Julian
Vereker showed new ways to build an

amplifier with his very first product,
the NAP 200 amplifier, which has since
been modernized and refined again
and again under the same name veer
since. By profession a mechanical engineer rather than an electronic one, with
a background in modifying and racing
Minis, the music-loving Vereker is
regarded as a pioneer in the field of
both the mechanical and electronic
aspects of hi-fi components. As evidence, early 500.000 products have left
the plant near Salisbury in the past 40
years - and most of them are still in use
– not least because Naim’s service
department can still repair, restore and
refresh even the earliest models.
Over the years, Vereker‘s small company has become a globally-respected
manufacturer with over 160 highly-qualified employees still producing
most of the products by hand in the
Salisbury factory. Paul Stephenson,
who took over the management of the
company after Vereker‘s death and
now passed on the baton to Trevor
Wilson, always considered it of the
utmost importance to preserve the values Vereker imbued in the company:
family, team spirit and communication.
As an example, the famous Naim
canteen is one of the ‘hubs’ of the company: staff can help themselves to food
and drink for free, but even more to
the point can meet informally in small
groups to talk about the current tasks

in the company. The seating capacity
is limited to about 50 seats, meaning
that lunch is taken in shifts, this leading
to small work-groups tending to east,
and discuss, together.

Sustainability is all

Naim products are considered to be
practically indestructible and extremely
durable - nevertheless, a defect can
occur, but the British are also regarded
as exemplary in the services area. Not
only in reference repairs, but also in
value maintenance by inspection and
replacement of older components.
Whether capacitors and other components age and should be replaced is a
constantly-debated topic, but Naim has
a clear opinion: after about ten years
the equipment should be serviced - and
then fully enjoyed. And upgrades are
possible for many devices – as had been
made clear with the ‘retrofitting’ program for the company’s DR technology.
Discrete Regulation for power supplies, bringing a lowered noise floor
and superior current delivery, was
developed as part of the engineering

Julian Vereker, who died in 1999, founded the
company in the mid-seventies with his buddy
Paul Stephenson.

Mastermind Steve Sells broods, researches
and develops and is given free rein for Statement.

Today Trevor Wilson is the
director of the company.
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Every detail of the Statement project must be
meticulously planned - from material through
build to logistics.
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A transformer for
weightlifters and power
fetishists, secured with
four solid screws - power:
about four KVA.

From any angle, Statement amplifiers have the look of a sculpture.

expertise for decades. However, even that
was not enough for Audio Electronic
Design Director Steve Sells and his team;
they sought – and found potential for – an
even better power supply for what were
intended to be “the best electronics on the
world market“.
process behind the Statement Series, but
since the range-topping products were
launched has spread through the Naim
range, taking in power amplifiers and
power supplies, and all the way down to
the Supernait 2 integrated amplifiers.
Owners of older power supplies can have
their products upgraded to DR specification, while the DR process for power amps
also brings in the improved power transistors also developed for Statement.
Of course, durability was also included
in the specification of the preamplifier/
amplifier combination, to which we
devoted our attention during a visit to
Wiltshire, but more fundamental is the
way the company’s research is carried
out to build amplifiers without any
regard for cost, and then informs more
affordable models.

Development from scratch

Considering the claims for Statement and
a total price of around 200.000 euro, it
was clear that the amplifiers should be
designed to drive all relevant loudspeaker
models without any restrictions. That
meant a lot of power and, in turn, appropriately-designed power supplies. And
Naim really understands power supplies:
some manufacturers have in recent years
offered separate power supplies for the
perfection of their top-of-the-range models, but at Naim this has been part of the

Matters of Architecture

But before that, it was necessary to tread
unknown paths, as is always the case if
one wants to create something really new.
The immediately visible result of ten years
of brainstorming and three years of intensive development work is a structure that
could probably win prizes as an unusual
example of high-rise architecture. Just
under a meter tall, the „Statement“ stands
out immediately with its wave-shaped,
side-mounted cooling elements, but this
tower style was by no means the inspiration of fame-hungry industrial designers.
Rather it was function over form: the
break with Naim tradition followed the
recognition that only in this form could
be fulfilled all the electrical, magnetic,
thermal and ultimately sound requirements such a development entails.
The essence of a good amplifier is in its
power supply, and the realization of this
is found in the lower half of the two NAP
S1 mono amps, in the form of a truly huge
4000VA, 25kg transformer, mounted vertically to avoid vibration and fixed in place
in hefty brass supports with four massive
bolts. Yes, it delivers a lot of power – after
all, the amplifier is rated at 746W into
8ohms, and is said to be capable of a 9kW
burst into a 1ohm load – but for the development team more important than the
pure output was the silent functioning of
this giant among the transformers, both
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mechanically and electrically. That also
informed the vertical orientation, which
ensures any stray magnetic fields are dissipated harmlessly to the sides, rather than
up into the amplifier section above.
Quietness was always another important word in the implementation of these
amplifiers. In addition to the actual signal
input, consideration was given to interference from the power supply due to
vibrations, thermal fluctuations, magnetic
fields, mobile phones and switching
power supplies nearby and ultimately the
connection from the power supply into
the amplifier circuit.

Power supply at the limit

Naim’s discrete regulators, developed over
two long years of listening tests, are used
in no less than 38 places in the NAP S1
preamplifier, with another four per power
amp. Their job is simple: to ensure that
the DC voltage at their output remains
constant under all circumstances, without
producing additional interference, and at
the same time to maintain the output
impedance at zero as far as possible, while
also responding to sudden power
demands without delay. Existing solutions
didn’t convince the critical Naim ears, so
a separate circuit design was created and
put into production.

Transistors à la carte

In the hi-fi world, it’s rare for a manufacturer to be able to produce a transistor
exclusively to its specifications - the quantities are normally too small and the costs
too high to preclude anything other than
‘off the shelf’ solutions. However, the
„Statement“ project was always ‘cost no
object’, so there was a considerable budget
to avoid any bottlenecks at this point.
Hence the NA009 transistor, custom-made to an exacting Naim specification, and again developed over lengthy
listening sessions involving many
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iterations. To lower resonances inside the
semiconductor and thus lower the noise
floor, the housings and connections of the
transistors are made of non-magnetic
materials, and mounted on an insulating
and heat-dissipating ceramic block to
reduce the capacitance by a factor of nine
compared to the previously used types.
For consistency, not only are all pairs
of transistors used here derived from the
same silicon wafer, but from the same part
of that wafer, then numbered and pairmatched. Again, time-consuming - and
expensive!
Once you get Steve Sells started on the
design of Statement, get comfortable –
you’re in for the long haul. No stone is left
unturned, whether he’s discussing something as small as the precise use of the
‘legs’ of wire connecting a resistor to a
circuitboard or the Statement preamplifier’s new volume control, activated only
on volume adjustment and then immediately disappearing again completely from
the signal path.
And then we get to the multilayer circuitboards, which are suspended on
matching spring/mass systems or the
symmetrical circuit design, and it becomes

clear the extent of the endless list of small
and large measures involved in this project on its way to serial production.
And listening - lots of listening - solved
the question of feedback, with the result
that there’s minimal local and no negative
feedback loop correction. The pre-amplifier runs in Class A mode; the output
stages, whose switching-on procedure is
time-delayed by a diode, in AB.
The high-rise construction made it possible to perfect the placement of the various sections of the amplifier, for the
shortest possible cable routes, to optimize
resonance and control the thermal system. Even that acrylic ‘fillet’ across the
amplifiers serves more than a design purpose: it also provides an interference barrier between power supply and amplifier
electronics – a further contribution to
noise levels right down at the limits of
measurement.

The sound lingered on for days. It had
little to do with that we’ve known from
decades of experience - music just
poured into the room, taking a grip completely within seconds, regardless of the
style. There was an optimal response at
whisper levels or concert volume, and
we were so involved that the search for
the fly in the ointment was solved by
itself: there isn’t one!
Naim’s Statement delivers a truly
addictive experience - and one you can
have at selected retailers.
Michael Lang

Making the Statement

Design is one thing, making the design
another: the team could brainstorm about
how such a product could be built - a
logistical challenge of a special kind, not
least due to the bulk and mass of both
components and finished units. Even
within the qualified Naim team, it was
necessary to search for the best, and
then develop special training courses
to ensure perfection right down to the
last detail.
A single Statement system per week
is assembled by two people and then
completely subjected to a functional and
stress test by a third person. If the time
required by the suppliers is counted, it
takes about three weeks before an NAC
S1 and a pair of NAP S1 is ready to go, a
process which has happened more than
60 times in the two years since the start
of production.

Sometimes hard, sometimes compliant:
the aluminum, copper and spring system
are coordinated.

Who counts the components? The
effort can hardly be grasped, in this case
the preamplifier section.

The proof is in the listening

Cable and ventilation slots, a multi-storey
structure, strictly selected components - the price
of Statement is not a coincidence.

Expectations were high, given a price tag
in the six-digit range for the amplifiers
alone, when we entered Naim’s mildly-optimized listening room after intensive technical explanations. The sources
were Naim’s 555 CD player and the NDS
network player, while the speakers were
Focal’s Utopia Stella, which Naim has
been using since 2011 - English and
French hand in hand, with the two companies sharing ownership, albeit at different locations.
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Each individual assembly is rigorously tested.

